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TERHI – THE BOAT OF YOUR LIFE.
Terhi is a safe choice
and it maintains its
value much longer than
other similar boats.

THE BIGGEST BOAT MANUFACTURER
IN SCANDINAVIA
Terhi boats are designed and manufactured in the small fishing village of
Rymättylä in southwestern Finland.
Thanks to the unique manufacturing
method and innovative product development, Terhi has established itself as
a popular and reliable, internationally
recognized boat brand.
The broad Terhi model range includes
the most popular and beloved rowing
boats and motorboats, altogether 25
models. Terhi boats have been manufactured already for 49 years and in
over 225 000 units. Terhi offers a wide
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range of spare parts and accessories,
enabling customizing boats for your
needs.Terhi is a safe choice, not only
due to its method of manufacture, but
also because of the durability and the
fact that Terhi-boats maintain their value much longer than other similar boats.
We strive to continuously develop boats
that are both durable, appreciated and
aesthetically pleasing to the eye, boats
that offer their users unforgettable
experiences regardless of where in the
world they are used, at sheltered lakes
or open sea.

Lightweight and
easy to handle

Durable and comfortable seats

Rainwater drainage

Unsinkable construction
Strong hull that
tolerates hits
Ergonomic to
drive/row

Strengthened keel

Extremely stable, thanks to
the low centre of gravity

The unique sandwich
construction
All Terhi boats are made out of
two separate ABS-plastic shells,
which are vacuum formed under
immensely high temperature. The
space in-between the two shells
is then filled with a non-absorbent
polyurethane foam. This sandwichlike construction makes Terhi boats
not only unsinkable, but also very
long-lived and remarkably safe to
use. The ABS-plastic is extremely
impact- and weatherproof, and

thus perfect for boats. The high
finish and our attention to details
sets us apart from many other row
and motor boat manufacturers.
Inner and outer surfaces of
these light-weighted and easily
portable boats are smooth and
seamless which makes them also
easy to maintain clean. In addition
to the boat’s beautiful and neat
appearance, Terhi stands out also
with its wide range of accessories.

Two vacuum formed
shells from strong and
smooth, shock and weather proof ABS-plastic

Hull filled with non-absorbent polyurethane foam.
This makes the boats
unsinkable.

All Terhi-boats are designed and
manufactured in Finland, which we
are very proud of. All the boats are
the finest Finnish quality.
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TERHI TENDER
Length: 235 cm | Width: 130 cm | Weight: 55 kg | Recommended engine power: 2 hv | Max: 3 hv | Passengers: 2 | CE design category: D

Small but stable
Terhi Tender is excellent as a help dinghy or yawl for a larger boat or as the first boat for the family’s youngest skipper. Handy
and effortless to row, easy to lift and travels well after a bigger boat without slowing the pace. Thanks to its catamaran-hull,
Tender is extremely stable and secure. Under the seat, which is in lengthwise direction, is a lockable space for oars and other
accessories.

AS A STANDARD

ACCESSORIES

Aluminum rowlocks, pair
Fender list
Lockable storage compartment
Oars 6’5 195 – 30 mm drilled
Rainwater drainage
Terhi hand bailer

70112-TER
723501-TER
723549-TER
723515-TER
7600-TER
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Harbor cover (723515-TER)

Cushion set (723501-TER)

Davit hook (723549-TER)

Cup holder (70112-TER)

Cup holder to rowlock socket
Cushion set
Davit hook
Harbor cover
Telescopic paddle 100-157cm

TERHI SUNNY
Length: 310 cm | Width: 147 cm | Weight: 75 kg | Recommended engine power: 4 hv | Max: 5 hv | Passengers: 3 | CE design category: D

Handy and versatile
A lightweight rowing boat, that also runs happily with a small outboard engine. Its handy size and light weight makes Sunny
easy to transport for example on the roof of your car or in a davit of a larger boat. Not only is it perfectly suited for fishing, but
it also functions well as a seabird-hunter’s base.

AS A STANDARD

ACCESSORIES

Aluminum rowlocks, pair
Fender list
Oars 7,5’ 225, drilled
Rainwater drainage
Terhi hand bailer

731013-TER
70112-TER
73150-TER
731049-TER
700475-TER
7600-TER
69102-TER

Harbor cover (731013-TER)

Terhi seat cushion (69102-TER)

Davit hook (731049-TER)

Telescopic paddle (7600-TER)

Harbor cover
Cup holder to rowlock socket
Cushions
Davit hook
Keel list
Telescopic paddle, 100-157 cm, white
Terhi seat cushion (44,5/45,5x42x6 cm)
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TERHI 385
Length: 380 cm | Width: 150 cm | Weight: 98 kg | Recommended engine power: 2-4 hv | Max: 6 hv | Passengers: 4 | CE design category: D

The number one rowing boat!
Finland’s most purchased rowing boat complies with the most important needs and requirements of the vacation home or summer house owners. Terhi 385 is a stable and safe boat for the whole family; it is easy to move and effortless to row. It carries
itself well, not only with oars, but also with a small outboard engine. Dry lockable storage space under the seat. Available in
light grey or verde color (green outer shell and light grey inner shell).

AS A STANDARD

ACCESSORIES

Fender list
Lockable storage compartment
Oars 8’ 240, undrilled
Pair of rowlocks
Rainwater drainage
Terhi hand bailer

745149-TER
740481-TER
70112-TER
73850-TER
75132-TER
7385130-TER
700474-TER
7500211-TER
740711-TER
7407110-TER
70060-TER
700600-TER
75131-TER
69100-TER
7600-TER
69102-TER

Harbor cover (7385130-TER)

eTerhi kit (75132-TER)

Bow rail (shark fin), polished (740481-TER)

Pulling handle (7500211-TER)
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Battery box low 19x27x20cm
Bow rail (shark fin), polished
Cup holder to rowlock socket
Cushions
eTerhi kit for Torqeedo+385
Harbor cover
Keel list
Pulling handle (FI-TRH38002J920 >)
Railing pair, grey
Railing pair, polished
Rod holder, grey (requires side railings)
Rod holder, polished (requires side railings)
Solar kit (from year model 2000-)
Storage bin (requires side railings)
Telescopic paddle 100-157cm
Terhi seat cushion (44,5/45,5x42x6 cm)

TERHI 400
Length: 401 cm | Width: 150 cm | Weight: 120 kg | Recommended engine power: 6-10 hv | Max: 15 hv | Passengers: 4 | CE design category: D

Popular all-around boat
An excellent boat for island retreats. Reliable, simple and inexpensive, Terhi 400 travels well with a 6–15 hp outboard engine
but is also possible to row, both from front and middle bench. Stability, ease of use, good running performance and durability
makes Terhi 400 a safe boat to use. The boat can easily be pulled up on land and it has very good storage facilities. Oars, fuel
tank and battery can be stowed and locked. Rope boxes are in both corners in the aft. Available in light grey or verde color
(green outer shell and light grey inner shell).

AS A STANDARD

ACCESSORIES

Fender list
Oars 8,5’ 255 undrilled
Pair of rowlocks
Rainwater drainage
Terhi hand bailer
Two lockable storage compartments

747549-TER
745149-TER
74047-TER
740470-TER
71051-TER
710510-TER
70112-TER
74005-TER
75133-TERv
74022-TER
54051-TER
70047-TER
703574-TER
740711-TER
7407110-TER
70060-TER
700600-TER
74080-TER
7600-TER
69102-TER
69100-TER
70062-TER
740070-TER

eTerhi kit (75133-TER)

Steering console (74080-TER)

Bow rail (740470-TER)

Railing pair, polished (7407110-TER)

Adjustable safety ladder, (FI-TRH40406C717 >)
Battery box low 19x27x20cm
Bow rail (shark fin), grey
Bow rail (shark fin), polished
Cleat, grey
Cleat, polished
Cup holder to rowlock socket
Cushions
eTerhi kit for Torqeedo+400
Fore plate under rear seat
Harbor cover
Keel list
Navigation light 360 deg., white
Railing pair, grey
Railing pair, polished
Rod holder, grey (requires side railings)
Rod holder, polished (requires side railings)
Steering console excl. windscreen, (FI-TRH40001J213 >)
Telescopic paddle 100-157cm
Terhi seat cushion (44,5/45,5x42x6 cm)
Storage bin (requires side railings)
Transom transducer holder
Windscreen
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TERHI 400 C
Length: 401 cm | Width: 150 cm | Weight: 130 kg | Recommended engine power: 6-10 hp | Max: 15 hp | Passengers: 4 | CE design category: D

Fun, versatile and user-friendly
A stable and seaworthy boat equipped with a steering console. Terhi 400 C is in her element as a commuter and pastime boat
in lake areas and sheltered coastal waters with a load of 1-3 persons. Suitable also for anglers. Customize your very own boat
according to your needs using extensive additional equipment. Available in light grey or verde color (green outer shell and light
grey inner shell).

AS A STANDARD

ACCESSORIES

Fender list
Fore plate under rear seat
Oars 8,5’ 255 undrilled
Pair of rowlocks
Rainwater drainage
Steering console
Terhi hand bailer
Two lockable storage compartments

747549-TER
745149-TER
74047-TER
740470-TER
71051-TER
710510-TER
70112-TER
74005-TER
54051-TER
70047-TER
703574-TER
740711-TER
7407110-TER
70060-TER
700600-TER
69100-TER
7600-TER
69102-TER
70062-TER
740070-TER
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Cushions (74005-TER)

Adjustable safety ladder (747549-TER)

Battery box (745149-TER)

Cup holder (70112-TER)

Adjustable safety ladder (FI-TRH40406C717 >)
Battery box low 19x27x20cm
Bow rail (shark fin), grey
Bow rail (shark fin), polished
Cleat, grey
Cleat, polished
Cup holder to rowlock socket
Cushions
Harbor cover
Keel list
Navigation light 360 deg., white
Railing pair, grey
Railing pair, polished
Rod holder, grey (requires side railings)
Rod holder, polished (requires side railings)
Storage bin (requires side railings)
Telescopic paddle 100-157cm
Terhi seat cushion (44,5/45,5x42x6 cm)
Transom transducer holder
Windscreen

TERHI 440
Length: 440 cm | Width: 175 cm | Weight: 150 kg | Recommended engine power: 4-6 hp | Max: 10 hp | Passengers: 4 | CE design category: D

Miraculously spacious
A generously sized rowing boat that can be fitted with an outboard motor. Thanks to the wide hull, Terhi 440 is very stable and
the carrying capacity is far more than in most boats of similar size. Commuting from one place to another, the boat carries safely
even larger loads to and from the summer house or cottage. When fishing it does not rock, nor roll when the nets are set or
when the catch is lifted into the boat. Lockable storage spaces are available in both bow and stern, and the middle bench can be
adjusted in length or disconnected and removed if necessary.

AS A STANDARD

ACCESSORIES

Fender list
Oars 9' 270 undrilled
Pair of rowlocks
Rainwater drainage
Terhi hand bailer
Two lockable storage compartments

745149-TER
744025-TER
74048-TER
70063-TER
70112-TER
74450-TER
75133-TER
7006130-TER
7440200-TER
700472-TER
740711-TER
7407110-TER
70060-TER
700600-TER
69100-TER
7600-TER
69102-TER

Battery box low 19x27x20cm
Bow canopy
Bow rail (shark fin), polished (FI-TRH44011L718 >)
Cleat 102 mm (FI-TRH44001K708 >)
Cup holder to rowlock socket
Cushions
eTerhi kit for Torqeedo+440
Fishing arch aluminum, 6 rod holder + 4 x fasteners Ø25 mm *,**
Harbor cover
Keel list
Railing pair, grey (FI-TRH44011L718 >)
Railing pair, polished (FI-TRH44011L718 >)
Rod holder, grey **
Rod holder, polished **
Storage bin **
Telescopic paddle 100-157cm
Terhi seat cushion (44,5/45,5x42x6 cm)

* Fishing arch (alum.) can be adjusted on desired width and height by cutting the pipes
** Railing pair required

Harbor cover (7440200-TER)

Rod holder, polished (700600-TER)

Bow canopy (744025-TER)

eTerhi kit (75133-TER)
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TERHI SAIMAN
Length: 478 cm | Width: 148 cm | Weight: 105 kg | Recommended engine power: 2-4 hp | Max: 5 hp | Passengers: 4 | CE design category: D

The classic rowing boat
Terhi’s version of the traditional Finnish rowing boat. This open boat moves easily and smoothly, with oars or by engine, but it is
much easier to maintain than traditional rowing boats. Saiman’s strong sandwich hull of ABS-plastic can withstand hard impacts
much better than boats made out of wood or fiberglass. This carefree boat has room for two sets of oars and a small outboard
engine. Lockable storage spaces are also available in this model, and Saiman also has a middle-bench that is adjustable.

AS A STANDARD

ACCESSORIES

Fender list
Oars 8,5’ 255 undrilled
Pair of rowlocks
Rainwater drainage
Terhi hand bailer
Two lockable storage compartments

745149-TER
7500098-TER
70112-TER
75050-TER
75134-TER
7500099-TER
700470-TER
7500210-TER
75002-TER
750021-TER
70060-TER
700600-TER
75130-TER
69100-TER
7600-TER
69102-TER

Canopy (7500098-TER)

Railing pair, polished (750021-TER)
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eTerhi kit (75134-TER)

Battery box low 19x27x20cm
Canopy (2-part)
Cup holder to rowlock socket
Cushions
eTerhi kit for Torqeedo+Saiman
Harbor cover, low
Keel list
Pulling handle (FI-TRHSA001K920 >)
Railing pair, grey
Railing pair, polished
Rod holder, grey (requires railing pair)
Rod holder, polished (requires railing pair)
Solar kit (from year model 2006-)
Storage bin (requires railing pair)
Telescopic paddle 100-157cm
Terhi seat cushion (44,5/45,5x42x6 cm)

TERHI SAIMAN HUNTER
Length: 478 cm | Width: 148 cm | Weight: 105 kg | Recommended engine power: 2-4 hp | Max: 5 hp | Passengers: 4 | CE design category: D

Saiman special edition
A version of the popular Terhi Saiman, which adapts especially well to nature thanks to its green color both outside and inside
the boat. The boat is especially well suited for wildlife observers, nature photographers and seabird hunters because of its
soundless approach and nature-like green color which allows one to get around without arousing attention. In addition, Saiman
Hunter produces very little waves, which is beneficial when you want to get around unnoticed.

AS A STANDARD

ACCESSORIES

Fender list
Green color outside and inside
Oars 8,5’ 255 undrilled
Pair of rowlocks
Rainwater drainage
Terhi hand bailer
Two lockable storage compartments

745149-TER
7500098-TER
70112-TER
75050-TER
75134-TER
7500099-TER
700470-TER
7500210-TER
75002-TER
750021-TER
70060-TER
700600-TER
75130-TER
69100-TER
7600-TER
69102-TER

Pulling handle (7500210-TER)

Rod holder, grey (70060-TER)

Terhi seat cushion (69102-TER)

eTerhi kit (75134-TER)

Battery box low 19x27x20cm
Canopy (2-part)
Cup holder to rowlock socket
Cushions
eTerhi kit for Torqeedo+Saiman
Harbor cover, low
Keel list
Pulling handle (FI-TRHSA001K920 >)
Railing pair, grey
Railing pair, polished
Rod holder, grey (requires railing pair)
Rod holder, polished (requires railing pair)
Solar kit (from year model 2006-)
Storage bin (requires railing pair)
Telescopic paddle 100-157cm
Terhi seat cushion (44,5/45,5x42x6 cm)
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TERHI SAIMAN SOLAR
Length: 478 cm | Width: 148 cm | Weight: 105 kg | Recommended engine power: 2-4 hp | Max: 5 hp | Passengers: 4 | CE design category: D

Eco-friendly alternative
Saiman Solar is a renewed edition of Saiman Sunwind – the eco-friendly boat that uses solar energy as energy source. A 50 W
solar panel, a battery regulator and battery casing are included as standard – all pre-assembled. You only need to add a battery
that suits your needs and an electric outboard of your choice. If you choose an engine with an integrated battery, you do not
necessarily even need a separate battery. Saiman Solar is an excellent choice for environmentally conscious boaters and for
those who travel on waters where fuel engines are prohibited.

AS A STANDARD

ACCESSORIES

12V power outlet
50 W solar panel
Battery box
Battery regulator
Fender list
Oars 8,5’ 255 undrilled
Pair of rowlocks
Rainwater drainage
Terhi hand bailer
Two lockable storage compartments

7500098-TER
70112-TER
75050-TER
7500099-TER
700470-TER
7500210-TER
75002-TER
750021-TER
70060-TER
700600-TER
69100-TER
7600-TER
69102-TER

Terhi seat cushion (69102-TER)

Harbor cover (7500099-TER)

Railing pair, polished (750021-TER)

Pulling handle (7500211-TER)
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Canopy (2-part)
Cup holder to rowlock socket
Cushions
Harbor cover, low
Keel list
Pulling handle (FI-TRHSA001K920 >)
Railing pair, grey
Railing pair, polished
Rod holder, grey (requires railing pair)
Rod holder, polished (requires railing pair)
Storage bin (requires railing pair)
Telescopic paddle 100-157cm
Terhi seat cushion (44,5/45,5x42x6 cm)

TERHI 450
Length: 445 cm | Width: 185 cm | Weight: 275 kg | Recommended engine power: 15–20 hp | Max: 40 hp | Passengers: C5/D7 | CE design category: C/D

All-rounder for coastal waters
Terhi 450 is a tiller-handled version of the 450 product family. 450 has an aluminum reinforced stern transom. The reinforced
transom makes it possible to mount even a 40 hp outboard engine, which gives you as the boat user a heap of new dimensions.

AS A STANDARD

ACCESSORIES

Engine installation bolts
Fender list
Fish well
Lockable storage compartments 3 pcs
Manual bilge pump
Preparedness for navigation lights
Rainwater drainage
Swimming ladder
Terhi hand bailer
Three lockable storage compartments

703571-TER
74450110-TER
700591-TER
544527-TER
703575-TER
7445550-TER
544513-TER
747561-TER
70112-TER
744501-TER
700613-TER
700610-TER
70047-TER
7003460-TER
7440081-TER
700600-TER
700481-TER
7445200-TER
7445021-TER
744562-TER
7445020-TER
69100-TER
744505-TER
7600-TER
69102-TER
69103-TER
7470145-TER
69106-TER
70062-TER

Lid for rainwater drainage (7003460-TER)

Canopy (544513-TER)

All-round pole light 750 mm
Backrest cushion to high stern rail
Bimini 1.5-1.7m grey **
Bow canopy
Bow light, red/green 135mm
Bowrail (shark fin), pair, polished
Canopy
Cleat, polished
Cup holder to rowlock socket
Cushions
Fishing arch aluminum, 6 rod holder + 4 x fasteners Ø25 mm *, **
Fishing arch, polished **
Keel list
Lid for rainwater drainage
Oars 9' 270 undrilled pair
Rod holder, polished **
Rowlock (pair)
Side railing, pair, polished
Stern rail high, polished
Steering console set
Stern rail, polished
Storage bin (requires railings)
Sunbed and -cushions (cushion set required)
Telescopic paddle 100-157 cm
Terhi seat cushion (44,5/45,5x42x6 cm)
Terhi table
Terhi-padlock
Thin seat padding set
Transom transducer holder

* Fishing arch (alum.) can be adjusted on desired width and height by cutting the pipes
** Requires side railings

Bow canopy (544527-TER)

Cleat (747561-TER)
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TERHI 450 C
Length: 445 cm | Width: 185 cm | Weight: 295 kg | Recommended engine power: 20–30 hp | Max: 40 hp | Passengers: C5/D7 | CE design category: C/D

Side console boat for leisure boaters
Terhi 450 C is a true all-rounder equipped with a practical side console. It is extremely stable and balanced, and is thus especially suited for access and transport boating, as well as for different kind of recreational fishing. The safe, unsinkable construction makes this a good option also for the family's younger skippers. On the new, reinforced stern transom an outboard of
up to 40 hp can be mounted, which particularly improves the carrying capacity.

AS A STANDARD
12V power outlet
Cleats 4 pcs
Electric bilge pump
Engine installation bolts
Fender list
Fire extinguisher
Fish well
Lockable storage compartments 3 pcs
Preparedness for navigation lights

Bimini (700591-TER)

Thin seat padding set (69106-TER)
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ACCESSORIES
Rainwater drainage
Steering console
Swimming ladder
Terhi hand bailer
Windscreen
Windscreen railing

Stern canopy (544525-TER)

Terhi table (69103-TER)

703570-TER
703571-TER
74450110-TER
700591-TER
544527-TER
703575-TER
544513-TER
544517-TER
70112-TER
744501-TER
700613-TER
700610-TER
70047-TER
7003460-TER
7440081-TER
700600-TER
700481-TER
544525-TER
7445021-TER
544521-TER
744505-TER
7600-TER
69102-TER
69103-TER
7470145-TER
69106-TER
70062-TER
78504-TER

All-round pole light 1135 mm
All-round pole light 750 mm
Backrest cushion to high stern rail
Bimini 1.5-1.7m grey **
Bow canopy
Bow light, red/green 135 mm
Canopy
Console cover
Cup holder to rowlock socket
Cushions
Fishing arch aluminum, 6 rod holder + 4 x fasteners Ø 25 mm *, **
Fishing arch, polished **
Keel list
Lid for rainwater drainage
Oars 9' 270 undrilled pair
Rod holder, polished **
Rowlock (pair)
Stern canopy **
Stern rail high, polished
Storage cover
Sunbed and -cushions (cushion set required)
Telescopic paddle 100-157 cm
Terhi seat cushion (44,5/45,5x42x6 cm)
Terhi table
Terhi-padlock
Thin seat padding set
Transom transducer holder
Value pack 450 C ***

* Fishing arch (alum.) can be adjusted on desired width and height by cutting the pipes
** Requires side railings
*** Value Pack includes:
7445550-TER
Bowrail (shark fin), pair, polished
544517-TER
Console cover
7445200-TER
Side railing, pair, polished
7445020-TER
Stern rail, polished
69100-TER
Storage bin

TERHI 450 CC
Length: 445 cm | Width: 185 cm | Weight: 310 kg | Recommended engine power: 30–40 hp | Max: 40 hp | Passengers: C5/D7 | CE design category: C/D

The versatile CC all-rounder
Terhi 450 CC is the perfect companion if you are looking for a boat that will both take you to and from your summer house, out
for leisurely rides with the family or for relaxing fishing trips. The center console layout improves the centre of gravity and
maneuverability when one person alone is onboard.

AS A STANDARD
12V power outlet
Cleats 4 pcs
Electric bilge pump
Engine installation bolts
Fender list
Fire extinguisher
Fish well
Lid for rainwater drainage
Lockable storage compartments 3 pcs

Stern canopy (545025-TER)

Cushions (744501-TER)

ACCESSORIES
Preparedness for navigation lights
Rainwater drainage
Steering console
Swimming ladder
Terhi hand bailer
Windscreen
Windscreen railing

Storage cover (545021-TER)

Sunbed and -cushions (744505-TER)

703570-TER
703571-TER
74450110-TER
700591-TER
544527-TER
703575-TER
545013-TER
55555-TER
70112-TER
744501-TER
700613-TER
700610-TER
545014-TER
70047-TER
7440081-TER
700600-TER
700481-TER
545025-TER
7445021-TER
545021-TER
744505-TER
7600-TER
69102-TER
69103-TER
7470145-TER
69106-TER
70062-TER
78500-TER

All-round pole light 1135 mm
All-round pole light 750 mm
Backrest cushion to high stern rail
Bimini 1.5-1.7m grey **
Bow canopy
Bow light, red/green 135mm
Canopy
Console cover
Cup holder to rowlock socket
Cushions
Fishing arch aluminum, 6 rod holder + 4 x fasteners Ø 25 mm *, **
Fishing arch, polished **
Harbor cover
Keel list
Oars 9' 270 undrilled pair
Rod holder, polished **
Rowlock (pair)
Stern canopy
Stern rail high, polished
Storage cover
Sunbed and -cushions (cushion set required)
Telescopic paddle 100-157 cm
Terhi seat cushion (44,5/45,5x42x6 cm)
Terhi table
Terhi-padlock
Thin seat padding set
Transom transducer holder
Value pack 450 CC ***

* Fishing arch (alum.) can be adjusted on desired width and height by cutting the pipes
** Requires side railings
*** Value Pack includes:
7445550-TER
Bowrail (shark fin), pair, polished
55555-TER
Console cover
7445200-TER
Side railing, pair, polished
7445020-TER
Stern rail, polished
69100-TER
Storage bin
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TERHI NORDIC 6020
Length: 462 cm | Width: 187 cm | Weight: 225 kg | Recommended engine power: 10-15 hp | Max: 30 hp | Passengers: 5 | CE design category: C

For fishing and family
Nordic 6020 is a seaworthy and popular all-round boat with extraordinarily good ‘work boat’ capabilities. The boat has received
thanks for its high freeboard and utmost stability, making the boat very secure and safe to use for boaters of all ages. This also
makes Nordic 6020 optimal as a commuter’s boat. Anglers highly praise Nordic 6020 for its open middle deck area, which makes
it safer to move about in the boat while fishing. The boat even has a fish well with drainage, to hold all your catch, as standard.

AS A STANDARD

ACCESSORIES

Cleats 4 pcs
Fender list
Fish well with drainage
Lockable storage compartments 3 pcs
Preparedness for navigation lights
Rainwater drainage
Swimming ladder
Terhi hand bailer

703570-TER
703571-TER
54552-TER
703575-TER
745555-TER
74555-TER
54553-TER
70112-TER
74571-TER
700613-TER
70061-TER
700610-TER
700473-TER
7440081-TER
745220-TER
70060-TER
700600-TER
700481-TER
745613-TER
69100-TERt
74573-TER
7600-TER
69102-TER
70062-TER
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Cushions (74571-TER)

Bow canopy (54552-TER)

Canopy, 2-part (54553-TER)

Sunbed with cushion (74573-TER)

All-round pole light 1135 mm
All-round pole light 750 mm
Bow canopy
Bow light, red/green 135mm
Bowrail (shark fin), polished
Bowrail (shark fin), grey
Canopy, 2-part
Cup holder to rowlock socket
Cushions
Fishing arch aluminum, 6 rod holder + 4 x fasteners Ø 25 mm *, **
Fishing arch, grey **
Fishing arch, polished **
Keel list
Oars 9' 270 undrilled pair
Railings, complete, polished
Rod holder, grey **
Rod holder, polished **
Rowlock (pair)
Steering console set
Storage bin **
Sunbed with cushion (cushion set required)
Telescopic paddle 100-157cm
Terhi seat cushion (44,5/45,5x42x6 cm)
Transom transducer holder

* Fishing arch (alum.) can be adjusted on desired width and height by cutting the pipes
** Requires railings

TERHI NORDIC 6020 C
Length: 462 cm | Width: 187 cm | Weight: 255 kg | Recommended engine power: 20–30 hp | Max: 30 hp | Passengers: 5 | CE design category: C

The fisherman’s friend
The console boat Nordic 6020 C is directly related to the fishermen’s favorite boat. As well as its role models, Nordic 6020 C is
also very safe and secure on the water regardless of the weather. If more seating is potentially needed, the side storage compartment’s lid can be folded over to form a middle bench. Included as standard are, among other things, a bilge pump, high bow
rails for easy boarding and wiring for navigational lights.

AS A STANDARD
12V power outlet
Bilge pump
Cleats 4 pcs
Fender list
Fish well with drainage
Lockable storage compartments 3 pcs
Pair of bow railings, polished
Pair of stern railings, polished
Preparedness for navigation lights
Rainwater drainage
Steering console

ACCESSORIES
Swimming ladder
Terhi hand bailer
Windscreen
Windscreen railing, polished

Rod holder, polished (700600-TER)

Storage cover (54551-TER)

Stern canopy (54570-TER)

Fishing arch, polished (700610-TER)

703570-TER
703571-TER
54552-TER
703575-TER
54553-TER
55555-TER
70112-TER
74571-TER
700613-TER
70061-TER
700610-TER
700473-TER
7440081-TER
70060-TER
700600-TER
700481-TER
54570-TER
69100-TER
54551-TER
74573-TER
7600-TER
69102-TER
70062-TER

All-round pole light 1135 mm
All-round pole light 750 mm
Bow canopy
Bow light, red/green 135 mm
Canopy, 2-part
Console cover
Cup holder to rowlock socket
Cushions
Fishing arch aluminum, 6 rod holder + 4 x fasteners Ø 25 mm *
Fishing arch, grey
Fishing arch, polished
Keel list
Oars 9' 270 undrilled pair
Rod holder, grey
Rod holder, polished
Rowlock (pair)
Stern canopy
Storage bin
Storage cover
Sunbed with cushion (cushion set required)
Telescopic paddle 100-157cm
Terhi seat cushion (44,5/45,5x42x6 cm)
Transom transducer holder

* Fishing arch (alum.) can be adjusted on desired width and height by cutting the pipes
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TERHI 480 TC
Length: 480 cm | Width: 185 cm | Weight: 370 kg | Recommended engine power: 50 hp | Max: 60 hp | Passengers: 5 | CE design category: C

NEW!

Confidant with dual console
Terhi 480 TC is the stylish novelty of 2021. Neat looks, excellent driving characteristics and great storage compartments make
this double console boat popular especially among summer house owners. Boat's roomy bow fits easily luggage and behind the
shield of windscreen and consoles travelling is pleasant on the backseat. Wide range of accessories include for example stern
canopy, railings and sunbed.

AS A STANDARD
12V power outlet
Box for anchor and/or mooring lines in
bow and stern
Cleats
Cup holders
Door between consoles
Electric bilge pump
Fire extinguisher
Foot rest for driver and co-driver
High freeboard
Place for canopy behind the stern seat
Preparedness for navigation lights
Rainwater drainage

ACCESSORIES
Rubbing strip
Steering console
Storage compartments and place for
a chart plotter
Swimming ladder
Telescopic paddle
Terhi hand bailer
Triple ABS-shells
Windscreen

703570-TER
703571-TER
703575-TER
748332-TER
747594-TER
7006130-TER
700610-TER
7410372-TER
7410371-TER
70047-TER
69105-TER
7999221-TER
700600-TER
748304-TER
547540-TER
547530-TER
7475900-TER
69102-TER
70062-TER

All-round pole light 1135 mm
All-round pole light 750 mm
Bow light, red/green 135 mm
Bow rail pair
Cushion set
Fishing arch, 6 rod holder + fasteners 25 mm (requires bow rails) **
Fishing arch, polished *
Flag pole holder (submersible)
Flagpole
Keel list
Laminate set
Raymarine Axiom 7-DV
Rod holder, polished (requires railings)
Siderail of windscreen, pair
Stern canopy
Storage cover
Sunbed and -cushions (cushion set required)
Terhi seat cushion (44,5/45,5x42x6 cm)
Transom transducer holder

* Adapter package (700615-TER) and bow rail pair (748332-TER ) required
** Fishing arch (alum.) can be adjusted on desired width and height by cutting the pipes

Transom transducer holder (70062-TER)

All-round pole light (703575-TER)

All-round pole light (703571-TER)

Raymarine Axiom 7-DV (7999221-TER)
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TERHI 480 BR/SPORT
Length: 480 cm | Width: 185 cm | Weight: 390 kg | Recommended engine power: 50 hp | Max: 60 hp | Passengers: 5 | CE design category: C

Versatile Bow Rider
480 BR and 480 Sport are dashing almost 5 meters long bow riders. Fresh white colour and classic grey interior combined
with timeless design make the 480 a stunning package. In addition to the great looks, the boat has superb driving characteristics. The boat has two padded offshore seats and gauge, switches and possible chart plotter are located within reach. Boat’s
modern frameless windscreen gives the driver great visibility while driving. Two steering consoles with a steady middle door
provide good shelter up to five adults. 480 boat can be purchased in two different models, a sleek Sport model or a Bow Rider
with higher windscreen and a possibility for a stern canopy.

AS A STANDARD
12V power outlet
Box for anchor and/or mooring lines in
bow and stern
Canopy garage behind the stern seat
Cleats
Cup holders
Door between the consoles
Electric, automatic bilge pump
Fender list
Fire extinguisher
Foot rest for driver and co-driver
High boards and smooth deck,
antisliding tapes on the floor
High freeboard

ACCESSORIES
Map storage box with lid
Preparedness for navigation lights
Rainwater drainage
Steering console
Storage compartments and place
for a chart plotter
Swimming ladder
Telescopic paddle
Terhi hand bailer
Triple ABS-shells
Two separate fully padded comfort
seats
Windscreens

Cushions (748500-TER)

Harbor cover 480 Sport (5475131-TER)

Laminate set (69104-TER)

Stern canopy 480 BR (547650-TER)

703570-TER
703571-TER
703575-TER
748332-TER
748500-TER
7006130-TER
700610-TER
7410372-TER
7410371-TER
5475130-TER
5475131-TER
70047-TER
69104-TER
7999211-TER
700600-TER
748303-TER
547650-TER
5476501-TER
547660-TER
547661-TER
749001-TER
69102-TER
70062-TER

All-round pole light 1135 mm
All-round pole light 750 mm
Bow light, red/green 135 mm
Bow rail pair
Cushions
Fishing arch, 6 rod holder + fasteners 25 mm (requires bow rails)
Fishing arch, polished *
Flag pole holder (submersible)
Flag pole
Harbor cover (480 BR)
Harbor cover (480 Sport)
Keel list
Laminate set
Raymarine Axiom 9-RV
Rod holder, polished (requires bow rails)
Siderail of windscreen, pair (480 BR)
Stern canopy (480 BR)
Stern canopy (480 Sport)
Storage cover (480 BR)
Storage cover (480 Sport)
Sunbed and -cushions (cushion set required)
Terhi seat cushion (44,5/45,5x42x6 cm)
Transom transducer holder

* Adapter package (700615-TER) and bow rail pair (748332-TER ) required
** Fishing arch (alum.) can be adjusted on desired width and height by cutting the pipes
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Due to continuous product development, we reserve the right to
technical changes without further notice. The accessories of the
boats in the pictures may differ from the standard accessory set.

TerhiABSboats
TerhiVeneet
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